Monday briefing
th
6 December

2021

Introduction
•
•
•

•

We are producing regular Monday briefings which round up and summarise the advice and guidance issued
by DfE and Public Health in relation to COVID-19 and more broadly
The aim is to make communication manageable and clear, helping school leaders and governors to filter
relevant information efficiently and effectively
In this briefing you will find a round-up of all the latest advice and guidance so you can feel confident you
have all the updates since the last briefing (29.11.21)
There are typically three sections to this briefing as relevant, covering:
• National guidance and information
• Public health
• Useful resources

James.Page@haringeyeducationpartnership.co.uk
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National guidance
and information
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Contingency Framework update
DfE - Managing coronavirus (COVID-19) in education and childcare settings – Guidance – updated
03.12.21

Updated guidance on contact tracing and isolation, face coverings and
testing of higher education students.
Changes to the guidance since its 16 November 2021 publication include:
• updated advice to the face coverings section and Annex B to reflect
that face coverings are now temporarily recommended in communal
areas in all settings for adults and for pupils from year 7 onwards
• updated advice on tracing close contacts and isolation to reflect the
change in measures for close contacts of suspected or confirmed
Omicron cases
• amended Annex A to reflect the latest advice for testing for HE students
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1.Summary
2.Changes to the previous
version
3.Introduction
4.Principles
5.Contingency planning
6.Measures that settings should
plan for
7.Annex A: guidance for
education and childcare settings
on managing COVID-19 cases
from autumn term 2021
8.Annex B: In circumstances
where face coverings are
recommended
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Covid fund for schools
DfE – Coronavirus (COVID-19) workforce fund for schools – Guidance – Updated 30.11.21
Funding is available for all state-funded mainstream and special schools, and
alternative provision (AP) that provide education to all pupils who are required
to be in compulsory education. This includes:
• primary, secondary and all through maintained schools, academies and free
Contents
schools
1.Schools eligible for this funding
• 16 to 19 academies and maintained schools
2.Costs covered by the fund
3.Conditions for accessing this
• maintained special schools, and special academies and free schools
funding
• non-maintained special schools
4.How schools can access funding
• pupil referral units
5.Evidence for claims and the
assurance process
• AP academies and free schools
6.Wider funding context
• maintained and academy hospital schools
7.High needs funding
Registered independent special schools and independent schools delivering
8.Short-term support with costs
AP are also eligible to claim for the staff they employ to support pupils whose
9.Annex: evidence of meeting
criteria
placements are funded from local authorities’ high needs budgets.
Please look at this as there is funding
available
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Covid 19 – update round up
•

Guidance overview: Coronavirus (COVID-19): advice for pregnant employees
Update 2nd Dec: Updated to reflect changes around face covering guidance

•
•

Promotional material: COVID-19 vaccination: resources for children and young people
Updated 2nd Dec COVID-19 vaccination: a guide for eligible children and young people aged 12 to 17 and
added order link for the guide to a second dose for young people aged 16 to 17.

•

Collection: Attendance in education and early years settings during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic

•

Guidance: Transport to schools and colleges during the COVID-19 pandemic

•

Guidance: Guidance for parents and carers of children attending out-of-school settings during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak

•

Guidance: Protective measures for holiday or after-school clubs and other out-of-school settings for
children during the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak
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Academic mentors
DfE – Academic mentors – Guidance – updated 03.12.21

Eligibility criteria to receive subsidised funding for academic mentors has
been updated as follows:
• To ensure we are reaching as many pupils as possible, we have
reviewed our eligibility criteria for academic mentor support.
• State-funded schools and academy trusts in one of the qualifying local
authority districts prioritised for raising school standards can apply for an
academic mentor and receive funding to subsidise the cost.
• Schools or academy trusts that are not based in a qualifying area but
have 30% or more of their pupils eligible for free school meals are also
eligible for support.
• Contact via email at academicmentors@nationaltutoring.org.uk for
further information
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Contents
1.Eligibility
2.Funding
3.How to apply
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School absence to

th
25

November

DfE – Attendance in education and early years settings – analysis – published 30th November 2021
Pupil absence
• Coronavirus (COVID-19) related pupil absence in all state-funded schools was 2.6% on 25 Nov, up from 1.6%
on 11 Nov
• Among pupils absent for COVID-19 reasons, the main reasons for absence on 25 Nov were: pupils with a
confirmed case of COVID-19 (1.3%), and pupils with a suspected case of COVID-19 (1.0%)
Pupil on site attendance
• Attendance in all state-funded schools was 89.3% on 25 Nov, down from 91.5% on 11 Nov
Workforce absence
• We estimate that 2.0% of teachers and school leaders in open state-funded schools were absent due to
COVID-19 reasons on 25 Nov, up from 1.4% on 11 Nov
• We estimate that 1.9% of teaching assistants and other staff in open state-funded schools were absent due to
COVID-19 reasons on 25 Nov, up from 1.4% on 11 Nov
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Deferring Ofsted inspections
Ofsted – Deferring Ofsted inspections – Guidance – updated 02.12.21

•
•
•
•
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Ofsted have updated the reasons they will consider
Nothing to get hugely excited about – there are still very limited
circumstances in which a deferral will be agreed
In relation to Covid-19:
We judge every request on its own merits, according to the individual,
exceptional circumstances relating to COVID-19. Restrictions that
require providers to close, or other restrictions as a result of COVID-19,
may be a relevant factor for deferral. A request for a deferral, even if it is
refused, will never have an impact on how we view a provider on
inspection

Contents
1.What this deferral policy applies to
2.Requesting a deferral
3.Circumstances for deferring Ofsted
inspections and visits
4.Further information on deferrals
5.Deferral of section 8 monitoring
inspections of maintained schools and
academies
6.Deferral of independent school
inspections
7.Deferral of area SEND inspections
8.If a provider cannot be contacted by the
inspection coordinator
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Round up of the rest
DfE – School admissions code – Statutory guidance – updated 02.12.21

•

Updated 'Admission of children of crown servants: explanatory note' to bring it in line with the new School
Admissions Code 2021. Added information to help Crown servant families who have children with SEND

DfE – Responsibility for exams – Guidance – updated 02.12.21

•

Added clarification on the use of face visors and face shields by those who are exempt from wearing face
coverings

DfE – Plans to develop world class teachers through high-quality training and support – Press release –
published 01.12.21

•

The government has confirmed reforms for initial teacher training. ITT accreditation is here; ITT market
review here

DfE – Teachers’ pension scheme: proposed changes to scheme regulations – Open consultation – published
30.11.21

•
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Consultation on changes to the TPS due to a legal case and necessary remedy to address age
discrimination
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Schools news

Schools Week has a number of news stories:
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Public health
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Public Health – Enfield
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Public Health – Haringey
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Public Health
NEW: Omicron variant
• The Omicron COVID variant was first identified last week. The variant is of concern because it may spread more easily and might
mean that existing vaccines are less effective
• Over the next 2 to 3 weeks we will understand more about this variant, however early indications are that it appears as though
the vaccine will still give some protection against severe illness
• There are only a small number of cases of this variant in the UK at the moment. It is expected the number of confirmed cases will
rise in the next few days
• As the numbers of cases of this variant are small, the chances of being exposed to this at present are low. However, as a
precaution and combined with the fact we still have high cases of the Delta variant in circulation some additional precautions are
being put in place by the government including:
- Face coverings in shops and public transport
- Face coverings in communal areas in schools
- Face coverings Should be worn in communal areas in all settings by staff, visitors and pupils or students in year 7 and
above, unless they are exempt. Pupils or students (in year 7 or above) should continue to wear face coverings on public
and dedicated school transport, unless they are exempt.
• Contact tracing and isolation
- The current guidance on contact tracing and isolation remains in place. In addition to these, any suspected or confirmed
close contacts of the Omicron variant will be asked to isolate for 10 days regardless of vaccination status or age. Individuals will
be contacted directly and told to isolate.
- Acceleration of the booster vaccine campaign and second doses for those aged 12-15
15
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Public Health
NEW: Arrangements for COVID-19 testing during the holidays and on return in January for all educational and childcare settings in England
DfE have released the following guidelines:

• All secondary schools to prepare to test their pupils once on-site on return in January.
• To enable testing on return in January, you will need to order sufficient test kits by Tuesday 30 November.
• Please check your test kit stock levels and make an order of test kits so that both staff and students are able to test over the holiday period if

•
•
•

•
•

required, and for the first week of January, using home test kits.
Secondary schools will also need to order ATS kits and sufficient home test kits to ensure secondary pupils can continue to test in line with
government guidelines.
Ofsted has confirmed that secondary schools will not be inspected, unless there are urgent concerns, during the first week of schools’ return in
January.
For those in settings closing over Christmas, all staff and students should test over the holidays in line with national guidance. This means that
they should test if they will be in a high-risk situation that day, and before visiting people who are at higher risk of severe illness if they get
COVID-19.
For settings remaining open over the Christmas period (such as private nurseries or adult education providers), staff and students should
continue to test at home twice per week over the holiday period
FE and HE students, and staff in all educational and childcare settings, should take one self- test at home either the evening or morning before
they return in January. Then they should continue to test in line with government guidelines.
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Public Health
NEW: COVID-19 vaccine update on second doses for 12 to 15 year olds and booster doses for adults
Following the emergence of the Omicron variant, the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI) has urgently reviewed vaccine
response measures.
JCVI now advises that:
• all adults aged 18 to 39 years should be offered a booster dose, in order of descending age groups. To be given no sooner than three months
after the primary course

• all severely immunosuppressed individuals should be offered their booster dose no sooner than three months after completing their primary
course of 3 doses

• young people aged 12 to 15 years should receive a second dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, no sooner than twelve weeks after
the first dose

Further information on how 12 to 15 year olds will be able to access a second dose of the vaccine, and how adults below the age of 40 will be able to
access a booster vaccination, will be provided shortly.
NEW: Reminder to keep occupied spaces well ventilated
The Department for Education is providing CO2 monitors to state-funded education settings, including early years, schools and further education
colleges in the autumn term. Please do make use of these monitors which can help you to understand the ventilation needed in each setting.
Guidance is available on how to use CO2 monitors to better manage ventilation.
For further advice, please see the Health and Safety Executive’s guidance on ventilation and air conditioning during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Additional resources
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HEP CPD

A few final things for you to get involved with ahead of the
Christmas break:
•Art | Art Subject Network with Rosie Sawyer | 9 December
2021 4pm - 6pm
•Tracey Campbell | Session 2 - People not problems, seeing
beyond behaviour | 9 December 2021 4pm - 5.30pm
•Tracey Campbell | Surgery Session | 16 December 2021 4pm
- 5.30pm
•Our final ECT Plus Programme of the autumn term is upon
us, be sure to get your ECTs signed up to:ECT Plus Primary
| Phonics with Ann Smalberger | 8 December 2021 9.30am 11.30am
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In the new year:
•English | An Introduction to Talk for Writing Fiction with Maria Richards
(Part 1) | 11 January 2022 9am - 12pm
•History | The Great Exhibition with Heather de Silva | 11 January 2022
6pm - 7.30pm
•Safeguarding | Safer Recruitment with Ann Marie Christian | 12 January
2022 9am - 4pm
•MFL | Ofsted Ready for MFL, Explaining Your Sequence with Bernadette
Clinton | 12 January 2022 3.45pm - 4.30pm
•Leadership | Diversity in Leadership Masterclass with Hannah Wilson | 13
January 2022 1pm - 3pm
•EAL | EAL in KS1 with Ann Smalberger | 14 January 2022 1pm - 3.30pm
•English | An Introduction to Talk for Writing Fiction with Maria Richards
(Part 2) | 18 January 2022 9am - 12pm
•History | What is the Legacy of the Ancient Greeks? With Andrew Wrenn
| 18 January 2022 3.45pm - 5.15pm
•IT | Teaching and Assessing Primary Computing for Computing Leads | 19
January 2022 4pm - 6pm
•Maths | Fractions with Mr Numbervator | 20 January 2022 1pm - 3.30pm
•Maths | TA Training with Mr Numbervator | 24 January 2022 9.30am 11am
•SBM | Time Management & Customer Service for School Business
Managers with Elizabeth Rarieya | 28 January 2022 1pm - 2.30pm

haringeyeducationpartnership.co.uk

A two pack from Tom Sherrington

Free to all HEP member schools
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Secondary Spotlight

With two weeks left of term, we first want to say a huge thank
you for all your hard work. The positive impact you have on
the lives of children and young people in our schools
is second to none and we are so proud to work with you all.
Before you hang up your work shoes for the Christmas break,
we have a couple of things you might be interested in:
•Art Subject Network with Rosie Sawyer | 9 December
2021 4pm - 6pm

•Tracey Campbell | Session 2 - People not problems,
seeing beyond behaviour | 9 December 2021 4pm 5.30pm
•Tracey Campbell | Surgery Session | 16 December 2021
4.30pm - 5.30pm
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Safeguarding | Safer Recruitment with Ann Marie Christian | 12 January
2022 9am - 4pm
MFL | Ofsted Ready for MFL, Explaining Your Sequence with Bernadette
Clinton | 12 January 2022 3.45pm - 4.30pm
Leadership | Diversity in Leadership Masterclass with Hannah Wilson | 13
January 2022 1pm - 3pm
HEP Talks The Big Idea | Forgetting is all too easy, Retrieval Practice and
Quizzing with Tom Sherrington | 19 January 2022 4pm - 5pm
Science | Strategies for Long Term Learning and Memory in Science with
Adam Boxer | 24 January 2022 4pm - 5.30pm
SBM | Time Management & Customer Service for School Business
Managers with Elizabeth Rarieya | 28 January 2022 1pm - 2.30pm
Leadership | Leadership of the Curriculum with Fran Hargrove and Heather
de Silva Part 1 | 8 February 2022 1pm - 3.30pm
IT | ICT Ofsted Preparation for Secondary Schools | 9 February 2022
4.35pm - 5.15pm
Leadership | Women in Leadership Masterclass with Hannah Wilson | 30
March 2022 1pm - 3pm
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Early Years Home Learning
Another Fab five from the Early Years team this week
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Haringey Nursery Schools Training and
Development Consortium

To book any of these courses download
the flyer or visit the Haringey Education
Partnership (HEP) website. For further
information please email:
admin@haringeynurseryschoolsconsortium
.co.uk or call 020 8808 6089.
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Chartered College
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Bookmark Reading
I am writing to you to share Bookmark’s Impact Report for 2020-21. We can support children in your region now.

We’d love to talk to you about supporting children in Lordship Lane Primary and The Mulberry Primary, as well as others in your
region, as our data tells us we can make significant impact here.
We are Bookmark and our programme gives children the reading skills and confidence they need for a fair chance in life. We
partner with schools to deliver high impact, low admin one to one reading sessions for children in years 1-4 who are at risk of not
meeting the expected standard for reading. We’re proud to have been able to support schools in your borough during this
extraordinarily challenging year and our findings reflect exactly what a Bookmark programme has helped our readers achieve. For
example, 98% of children on a Bookmark programme improved or maintained their reading level despite disrupted learning.
Please get in touch with myself or a member of my team. We would be happy to discuss exactly how Bookmark will support these
and other schools in your region.
We’re currently experiencing high demand for our services across England, so please do confirm your interest as soon as
possible.
Email: nousha.kiani-wilkinson@bookmarkreading.org
Web: www.bookmarkreading.org
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The Education Hub – DfE blog

Education Hub
The Education Hub is a site for parents, pupils, education professionals and the media that captures all you need to know about
the education system. You’ll find accessible, straightforward information on popular topics, Q&As, interviews, case studies, and
more.
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HEP has been…
Watching...
The FREE CPD on offer as part of our 2021 Advent Calendar. Day 1 included Tom Sherrington's
Getting Started with Teacher WALKTHRUs.
Take a look

Reading...
All about The Climate Change Challenge from the British Council.
A series of challenges designed to support the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
number 13, to take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.
You can access the free interactive resource designed for teachers of / and pupils aged between 7
to 19 here

Listening to...
The 'What Learning Is' episode of Education Bookcast hosted by Stanislaw Pstrokonski.
"Learning is additions to long-term memory." Gold
Listen to the podcast in full here
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Thank you
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